
Zaugg snow blower
for the Swedish 
iron ore railway

Since the customer requested a purely hydrostatic

drive for optimum distribution of power between the

traction and clearing drives, the Matisa company of

Switzerland, which specialises in track-laying

machines, was brought on board as subcontractor.

MATISA Matériel Industriel S.A. offers appropriate

drives and is additionally responsible for the approval

of the vehicle and the drive controls in Sweden.

The four-axle, self-propelled snow blower ZRR

10000 M (ZRR stands for ‘Zaugg Rolba Railway’, 

M for ‘Matisa’) is driven by two Caterpillar C18 diesel

engines, stage III B, each with an output of 470 KW,

which act on three of the four wheels sets. When

changing the working direction, the superstructure

can be swivelled by 180° on the slewing ring within

two minutes.

The two snow blower units are adjustable together in height and

individually in a horizontal direction: the ejection chutes are individually

adjustable with regard to direction and ejection range. For transfer

journeys, the snow blower units are driven together and positioned just

above the tops of the rails to ensure compliance with the UIC standard

profile. Various positions of the cutters can be directly called up using

programmable pushbuttons. In comparison with fixed snow blower

units with extendable deflectors, adjustable snow

blower units enable the track to be cleared more

quickly and with less drive power.

A hydraulically adjustable track plough is

mounted at the rear of the superstructure. From the

driver’s cab, this can be adjusted in height as well as

in the clearance direction to the left or right or in a 

V-shape to both sides.

In order to balance the weight, the two engines

are located at the very rear of the superstructure, with

the diesel tank in the centre of the vehicle. An

additional auxiliary diesel engine or alternatively a

stationary energy supply allows the operation of the

auxiliary units as well as the thawing and heating of

the snow blower.
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To change direction the superstructure can be swivelled within two minutes

The driver’s cab for the two operators is damped by spring suspension and the windscreens
are fitted with heating wire

Approximately 27 million tonnes of iron ore are transported annually on the iron ore railway between Luleå
(Sweden) and Narvik (Norway) – part of which runs north of the Arctic Circle. Rail operations must also be
guaranteed in the winter months in order to transport these quantities. The existing snow blowers have grown
old and must be replaced. Therefore, the Swedish infrastructure operator, Trafikverket, ordered a snow blower
from ZAUGG AG EGGIWIL / Switzerland. The vehicle costing 9.5 million Swiss Francs is to be used above all on
the section between Kiruna and the Norwegian border.



The driver’s cab containing the electronic cabinets is supported on

the superstructure and damped by spring suspension, as a result of

which it is astoundingly quiet in the cab even during snow blowing

operation. Two tidy, identically equipped workstations offer a good

view in a forward direction. As a rule, one operator is responsible for

driving and the other for snow blowing; although the roles can be

reversed at any time. One-man operation with snow-blowing is

technically possible, but not allowed in practice. In order to be able to

start the engine, one of the engine drivers must blow into an electronic

alcohol tester. A generously-sized cabinet, which is currently empty, is

intended to house possible ETCS equipment in future.

For the comfort of the personnel there is a table with two folding

seats attached to the side wall, a refrigerator, a microwave oven and a

coffee machine.

In the second half of October, snow blower 99 74 9491 001 left

Switzerland on its own wheels bound for Rostock, from where its

journey continued by sea. Prior to that, three test drives took place –

although without snow – from Bussigny to Brig and Yverdon-les-Bains as

well as in the shunting station in Lausanne.
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The Zaugg-Matisa self-propelled snow blower locomotive made in Switzerland for Trafikverket, Sweden

ZAUGG AG EGGIWIL
CH-3537 Eggiwil / Switzerland

T +41 34 491 81 11
E: info@zaugg-ag.ch
W: www.zaugg-ag.ch

The Zaugg snow clearing vehicle comprises two independent snow blower units at the front, each of which is fitted with an ejection chute for accurate
snow ejection. During the first snow blowing pass, the two blowers are retracted together. During the second pass, each one is extended to either side.
Between the windscreens there is a high-performance xenon headlight; all other lights are LEDs.

Table 1: Technical Data

Distance between pivot shafts 7,790mm

Bogie wheelbase 1,800mm

Overall length 16,470mm

Operating weight 70t

Weight of superstructure 47t

Weight of chassis 20t

Diesel fuel tank 3,000l

Minimum curve radius 90m

Snow clearance performance 7,500t/h

Maximum speed:

■ self-propelled 70km/h

■ snow-blowing operation 20km/h

■ on tow 100km/h


